
CHAPTER 3

Resonance and Wonder

STEPHEN GREENBLATT

I DroDose to examine two distinct

t ,noå.1, for the exhibition of works
I of art. one centered on what I shall
t call ,.rorr"n.. and the other on

wonder. By resonance I mean the power of the displayed object to
reach out beyond its formal boundaries to a larger world, to evoke in
the viewer the complex, dynamic cultural forces from which it has

emerged and for which it may be taken by a viewer to stand. By

wonder I mean the power of the displayed object to stop the viewer in
his or her tracks, to convey an arresting sense of uniqueness, to evoke

an exalted attention.
I should say at once that the scholarly practice that I myself

represent, a practice known as the new historicism, has distinct affin-
ities with resonance; that is, my concern with literary texts has been to
reflect upon the historical circumstances of their original production
and consumption and to analyze the relationship between these cir-
cumstances and our own. I have tried to understand the intersecting
circumstances not as a stable, prefabricated background against which
the literary texts can be placed, but as a dense network of evolving and
often contradictory social practices. '$le do not have direct, unmedi-
ated access to these practices; they are accessible to us through acts of
interpretation not essentially different from those with which we ap-

prehend works of art. If, in consequence, we lose the sense of reas-
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suring solidity that an older historicism seemed to promise, we gain in
recompense a far richer sense of the vital and dynamic nature of
nonliterary expressions. The idea is not to find outside the work of art
some rock onto which interpretation can be securely chained but
rather to situate the work in relation to other representational prac-

tices operative in the culture at a given moment in both its history and

our own. And we can begin to understand something of the dialectical
nature of these relations. In Louis Montrose's convenient formulation,
the goal has been to grasp simultaneously the historicity of texts and

the textuality of history.
Insofar as this approach, developed for the interpretation of texts,

is at all applicable to art museums-and this remains to be seen-it
would reinforce the attempt to reduce the isolation of individual "mas-
terpieces," to illuminate the conditions of their making, to disclose the
history of their appropriation and the circumstances in which they

come to be displayed, to restore the tangibility, the openness, the
permeability of boundaries that enabled the objects to come into being
in the first place. An actual restoration of tangibility is obviously in
most cases impossible, and the frames that enclose pictures are only
the ultimate formal confirmation of the closing of the borders that
marks the finishing of a work of art. But we need not take that fin-
ishing so entirely for granted; museums can and on occasion do make
it easier imaginatively to recreate the work in its moment of openness.

That openness is linked to a quality of artifacts that museums

obviously dread, their precariousness. But though it is perfectly rea-

sonable for museums to protect their objects (and I would not wish it
any other way), precariousness is a rich source of resonance. Thomas

Greene, who has written a sensitive book on what he calls the "vul-
nerable text," suggests that the symbolic wounding to which literature
is prone may confer upon it power and fecundity. "The vulnerability
of poetry," Greene argues, "stems from four basic conditions of lan-
guage: its historicity, its dialogic function, its referential function, and

its dependence on figuration."1 Three of these conditions are different
for the visual arts, in ways that would seem to reduce vulnerability:
painting and sculpture may be detached more readily than language

from both referentiality and figuration, and the pressures of contex-

tual dialogue are diminished by the absence of an inherent logos, a

constitutive word. But the fourth condition, historicity, is in the case

of material artifacts vastly increased, indeed virtually literalized. Mu-
seums function, partly by design and partly in spite of themselves, as

monuments to the fragility of cultures, to the fall of sustaining insti-
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tutions and noble houses, the collapse of rituals, the evacuation of
myths, the destructive effects of warfare, neglect, and corrosive doubt.

I am fascinated by the signs of alteration, tampering, and even
deliberate damage that many museums try simply to efface: first and
most obviously, the act of displacement that is essential for the col-
lection of virtually all older artifacrs and most modern ones-pulled
out of chapels, peeled off church walls, removed from decayed houses,
given as gifts, seized as spoils of war, stolen, or "purchased" more or
less fairly by the economically ascendant from the economically naive
(the poor, the hard-pressed heirs of fallen dynasties, and impoverished
religious orders). Then, too, there are the marks on the artifacts them-
selves: attempts to scratch out or deface the image of the devil in
numerous late-medieval and Renaissance paintings, the concealing of
the genitals in sculptured and painted figures, the iconoclastic smash-
ing of human or divine representations, the evidence of cutting or
r_eshaping to 6t a new frame or purpose, and the cracks, scorch marks,
or broken-off noses that indifferently record the grand disasters of
history and the random accidents of trivial incompetence. Even these
accidents-the marks of a literal fragility-can have their resonance:

the climax of an absurdly hagiographical Proust exhibition several
years ago was a display case holding a small, patched, modesr vase

with a label that read, "This vase broken by Marcel Proust."
As this comical example suggests, wounded artifacts may be com-

pelling not only as witnesses to the violence of history but as signs of
use, marks of the human touch, and hence links with the openness to
touch that was the condition of their creation. The most familiar way
to recreate the openness of aesthetic artifacts without simply renewing
their vulnerability is through a skillful deployment of explanatory
texts in the catalogue, on the walls of the exhibition, or on cassettes.

The texts so deployed introduce and in effect stand in for the conrext
that has been effaced in the process of moving the object inro the
museum. But insofar as that context is partially, often primarily, visual
as well as verbal, textual contextualism has its limits. Hence the mute
eloquence of the display of the palette, brushes, and other implements
that an artist of a given period would have employed, or of objects
that are represented in the exhibited paintings, or of materials and
images that in some way parallel or intersect with the works of art.

Among the most resonant moments are those in which the sup-
posedly contextual objects take on a life of their own and make a

claim rivaling that of the object that is formally privileged. A table, a

chair, a map, often seemingly placed only to provide a decorative
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setting for a grand work, become oddly expressive, significant nor as

background but as compelling representational practices in them-
selves. These practices may in turn impinge upon the grand work, so

that we begin to glimpse a kind of circulation: the culrural practice
and social energy implicit in map making are drawn into the aestheric
orbit of a painting that has itself enabled us to register some of the
representational significance of the map. Or again, the threadbare
fabric on the old chair or the gouges in the wood of a cabinet juxta-
pose the privileged painting or sculpture with marks not only of time
but of use, the imprint of the human body on the artifact, and call
attention to the deliberate removal of certain exalted aesthetic objects
from the threat of that imprint.

The effect of resonance does not necessarily depend upon a col-.
lapse of the distinction between art and nonart; it can be achieved by
awakening in the viewer a sense of the cultural and historically con-
tingent construction of art objects, the negotiations, exchanges,

swerves, and exclusions by which certain representational practices
come to be set apart from other representational practices that they
partially resemble. A resonant exhibition often pulls rhe viewer away
from the celebration of isolated objects and toward a series of implied,
only half-visible relationships and questions: How did the objects
come to be displayed? What is at stake in categorizing them as "mu-
seum quality"? How were they originally used? \7hat cultural and
material conditions made possible their production? \íhat were the
feelings of those who originally held the objects, cherished rhem, col-
Iected them, possessed them? What is the meaning of rhe viewer's
relationship to those same objects when they are displayed in a specific
museum on a specific day?

It is time to give a more sustained example. Perhaps the most
purely resonant museum I have ever seen is the State Jewish Museum
in Prague. This is housed not in a single building but in a cluster of old
synagogues scattered through the city's former Jewish town. The old-
est of these, known as the Old-New Synagogue, is a twin-nave medi-
eval structure dating to the last third of the thirteenth century; the
others are mostly Renaissance and Baroque. In these synagogues are

displayed Judaica from 153 Jewish communities throughout Bohemia
and Moravia. In one there is a permanent exhibition of synagogue
silverwork; in another there are synagogue textiles; in a third there are
Torah scrolls, ritual objects, manuscripts, and prints illustrative of
Jewish beliefs, traditions, and customs. One of the synagogues shows
the work of the physician and artist Karel Fleischmann, principally
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drawings done in Terezín concentration camp during his months of
imprisonment prior to his deportation to Auschwitz. Next door, in the
Ceremonial Hall of the Prague Burial Society, there is a wrenching
exhibition of children's drawings from Terezín. Finally, one syna-
gogue, closed at the time of my visit to Prague, has simply a wall of
names-thousands of them-to commemorate the Jewish victims of
Nazi persecution in Czechoslovakia.

"The Museum's rich collections of synagogue art and the historic
synagogue buildings of Prague's Jewish town," sâys the catalogue of
the State Jewish Museum, "forrn a memorial complex that has not
been preserved to the same extent anywhere else in Europe." "A me-
morial complex"-this museum is not so much about artifacts as

about memory, and the form the memory takes is a secularízed Kød-
dish, a commemorative prayer for the dead. The atmosphere has a

peculiar effect on the act of viewing. It is mildly interesting ro nore the
differences between the mordant Grosz-like lithographs of Karel
Fleischmann in the prewar years and the tormented style, at once
detached and anguished, of the drawings from rhe camps, bur aes-

thetic discriminations feel weird, out of place. And it seems wholly
absurd, even indecent, to worry about the relative artistic merits of the
drawings that survive by children who did not survive.

The discordance between viewing and remembering is gready
reduced with the older, less emotionally charged arrifacrs, bur even
here the ritual objects in their glass cases convey an odd and desolate
impression. The oddity, I suppose, should bè no greater than in seeing
an image of a Mayan god or, for that matter) a pyx or a ciborium, but
we have become so used to the display of such objects, so accustomed
to considering them works oÍ art, that even pious Catholics, as far as

I know, do not necessarily feel disconcerted by their transformation
from ritual function to aesthetic exhibition. And until very recenrly rhe
voices of the peoples who might have objected to the display of their
religious artifacts have not been heard and certainly not attended to.

The Jewish objects are neither sufficiently distant to be absorbed
into the detached ethos of anthropological display nor sufficiently
familiar to be framed and encased alongside the altarpieces and reli-
quaries that fill Western museums. And moving as they are as mne-
monic devices, most of the ritual objects in the State Jewish Museum
are not, by contrast with Christian liturgical art, particularly remark-
able either for their antiquity or their extraordinary beauty. There are
significant exceptions-for example, some exquisite seventeenth- and
eighteenth-century textiles used as Torah curtains and binders-but
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on the whole the display cases are filled with the products of a people
with a resistance to joining figural representation to religious obser-
vânce, â strong if by no means absolute anti-iconic bias.2 The objects.
have, as it were, little will to be observed; many of them are artifacts-
ark curtains, Torah crowns, breastplates, finials, binders, pointers, and
the like-the purpose of which was to be drawn back or removed in
order to make possible the act that mattered: not viewing but reading.

But the inhibition of viewing in the State Jewish Museum is par-
adoxically bound up with its resonance. This resonance depends not'
upon visual stimulation but upon a felt intensity of names, and behind
the names, as the very term resonance suggests, of voices: the voices of
those who chanted, studied, muttered their prayers, wept, and then
were forever silenced. And mingled with these voices are others-of
those Jews in 1389 who were murdered in the Old-New Synagogue

where they were seeking refuge, of the great sixteenth-century Kab-
balist Jehuda ben Bezalel (who is known as Rabbi Loew and who is

fabled to have created the golem), and of the twentieth century's ironic
Kabbalist from Prague, Franz Kafka.

It is Kafka who would be most likely to grasp imaginatively the
State Jewish MuSeum's ultimate source of resonance: the fact that
most of the objects are located in the museum-were displaced, pre-

served, and transformed categorically into works of art-because the
Nazis stored the articles they confiscated in the Prague synagogues that
they chose to preserve for this very purpose.In 1941 the Nazi Hochs-

chule in Frankfurt had established an Institute for the Exploration of
the Jewish Question, which in turn had initiated a massive effort to
conûscate Jewish libraries, archives, religious artifacts, and personal
property. By the middle of 1,942 Heydrich, as Hitler's chief officer
in the so-called Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, had chosen

Prague as the site of the Central Bureau for Dealing with the Jewish
Question, and an SS officer, Untersturmführer Karl Rahm, had as-

sumed control of the small existing Jewish museum, founded in L912,
which was renamed the Central Jewish Museum. The new charter of
the museum announced that "the numerous, hitherto scattered Jewish
possessions of both historical and artistic value, on the territory of the

entire Protectorate, must be collected and stored."3
During the following months, tens of thousands of confiscated

items arrived from Jewish communities in Bohemia and Moravia, the
dates of the shipments closely coordinated with the deportation of
their "donors" to the concentration camps. The experts formerly em-

ployed by the original Jewish museum were compelled to catalogue the
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items, and the Nazis compounded this immense task by also ordering
the wretched, malnourished curators to prepare a collections guide
and organize private exhibitions for SS staff. Berween September 1942
and October 1943 four major exhibirions were mounred. Since these
required far more space than was available in the existing Jewish
Museum'ò modest location, the great old Prague synagogues, made
vacant by the Nazi prohibition of Jewish public worship, were par-
tially refurbished for the occasion. Hence in March 1,943, for example,
in the seventeenth-century Klaus Synagogue, there was an exhibition
of Jewish festival and life-cycle observances; "when Sturmbannführer
Günther first toured the collection on April 6, he demanded various
changes, including the translation of all Hebrew rexrs and the addition
of an exhibit on kosher butchering."a Plans were drawn up for other
exhibitions, but the curators-who had given themselves with a
strange blend of selflessness, irony, helplessness) and heroism to the
task-were themselves at this point sent to concentration camps and
murdered.

After the war, the few survivors of the Czech Jewish community
apparently felt they could not susrain the ritual use of the synagogues
cir maintain the large collections. ln 1949 the Jewish Community
Council offered as a gift to the Czechoslovak government both the
synagogues and their contents. These became the resonant, impure
"memorial complex" they are-a cultural machine that generates an
uncontrollable oscillation between homage and desecration, longing
and hopelessness, the voices of the dead and silence. For resonance,
like nostalgiá, is ir.rpure, a hybrid forged in the barely acknowledged
gaps, the caesurae, berween words such as state, Jewish, and museum.

I want to avoid the implication that resonance must be necessarily
linked to destruction and absence; it can be found as well in unex-
pected survival. The key is the intimation of a larger community of
voices and skills, an imagined ethnographic thickness. Here anorher
example will serve: in the Yucatan there is an extensive, largely un-
excavated late-Classic Mayan site called Coba, the principal surviving
feature of which is a high pyramid known as Nahoch Mul. After a day
of tramping around the site, I was relaxing in the pool of the nearby
Club Med Archaeological Villa in the company of a genial srrucrural
engineer from Little Rock. To make conversarion, I asked my pool-
mate what he as a structural engineer thought of Nahoch Mul. "From
an engineer's point of view," he replied, "a pyramid is not very
interesting-it's just an enormous gravity structure. But," he added,
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"did you notice that Coca-Cola stand on the way in? That's the most
impressive example of contemporary Mayan architecture I've ever

seen." I thought it quite possible that my leg was being pulled, but I
went back the next day to check; anxious to see the ruins, I had, of
course, completely blocked out the Coke stand on my first visit. Sure

enough, some enterprising Maya had built a remarkably elegant shel-

ter with a soaring pyramidal roof constructed out of ingeniously in-
tertwined sticks and branches. Places like Coba are thick with what
Spenser called the "ruins ef ¡i¡¡s"-¿ nostalgia for a lost civilization
that was in a state of collapse long before Cortés or Montejo cut their
violent paths through the jungle. But, despite frequent colonial at-
tempts to drive them or imagine them out of existence, the Maya have

not in fact vanished, and a single entrepreneur's architectural impro-
visation suddenly had more resonance for me than the mounds of the
"lost" city.

My immediate thought was that the whole Coca-Cola stand could
be shipped to New York and put on display in the Museum of Modern
Art. It is that kind of impulse that moves us away from resonance and
toward wonder. For MOMA is one of the great contemporary places

not for the hearing of intertwining voices, not for historical memory,
not for ethnographic thickness, but for intense, indeed enchanted look-
ing. Looking may be called enchanted when the act of attention draws
a circle around itself from which everything but the object is excluded,

when intensity of regard blocks out all circumambient images, stills all
murmuring voices. To be sure, the viewer may have purchased a cat-

alogue, read an inscription on the wall, or switched on a cassette

player, but in the moment of wonder all of this apparatus seems mere

static.
The so-called boutique lighting that has become popular in recent

years-a pool of light that has the surreal effect of seeming to emerge

from within the object rather than to focus upon it from without-is
an attempt to provoke or heighten the experience of wonder, as if
modern museum designers feared that wonder was increasingly diffi-
cult to arouse or perhaps that it risked displacement entirely onto the

windows of tony dress shops and antiques stores. The association of
that kind of lighting with commerce would seem to suggest that won-
der is bound up with acquisition and possession, yet the whole expe-

rience of most art museums is about not touching, not carrying home,
not owning the marvelous objects. Modern museums in effect at once

evoke the dream of possession and €vacuate it.5 (Alternatively, we

could say that they displace that dream onto the museum gift shop,
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where the boutique lighting once again serves ro heighten the desire
for acquisition, now of reproductions that stand for the unattainable
works of art.)

That evacuation is a historical rather than structural aspect of the
museum's regulation of wonder: that is, collections of objects calcu-
lated to arouse wonder arose precisely in the spirit of personal acqui-
sition and were only subsequently displaced from it. In the Middle
Ages and the Renaissance we characteristically hear about wonders in
the context of those who possessed them (or who gave them away).
Hence, for example, inhis Life of Saint Louis, Joinville writes that
"during the king's stay in Saida someone brought him a srone that split
into flakes":

It was the most marvellous stone in the world, for when you lifted
one of the flakes you found the form of a sea-fish berween the two
pieces of stone. This fish was entirely of stone, but there was norhing
lacking in its shape, eyes, bones, or colour to make it seem otherwise
than if it had been alive. The king gave me one of these stones. I
found a tench inside; it was brown in colour, and in every detail
exactly as you would expect a tench to be.6

The wonder-cabinets of the Renaissance were at least as much
about possession as display. The wonder derived not only from what
could be seen but from the sense rhar the shelves and cases were filled
with unseen wonders, all the prestigious property of the collector. In
this sense, the cult of wonder originated in close conjunction with a
certain type of resonance, a resonance bound up with the evocation
not of an absent culture but of the great man's superfluity of rare and
precious things. Those things were not necessarily admired for their
beauty; the marvelous was bound up with the excessive, the surpris-
ing, the literally outlandish, the prodigious. They were nor necessarily
the manifestations of the artistic skill of human makers: technical
virtuosity could indeed arouse admiration, but so could nautilus shells,
ostrich eggs, uncannily large (or small) bones, stuffed crocodiles, and
fossils. And, most importanr, they were nor necessarily objects set out
for careful viewing.

The experience of wonder was nor initially regarded as essenrially
or even primarily visual; reports of marvels had a force equal to the
seeing of them. Seeing was important'and desirable, of course, but
precisely in order to make possible reports, which then circulated as
virtual equivalents of the marvels themselves. The great medieval col-
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lections of marvels are almost entirely textual; Friar.fordanus's Mar-
uels of the East, Marco Polo's Booå of Maruels, Mandeville's Trauels.
Some of the manuscripts, to be sure, were illuminated, but these illu-
minations were almost always ancillary to the textual record of won-
ders, just as emblem books were originally texrual and only subse-
quently illustrated. Even in the sixteenth century, when the power of
direct visual experience was increasingly valued, the marvelous was
principally theorized as a rexrual phenomenon, as it had been in an-
tiquity. "No one can be called a poer)" wrote rhe influential Italian
critic Minturno in the 1550s, "who does not excel in the power of
arousing wonder."7 For Aristotle wonder waô associated with pleasure
as the end of poetry, and in the Poetics he examines the strategies by
which tragedians and epic poets employ the marvelous to arouse won-
der. For the Platonists, too, wonder was conceived as an essential
element in literary art: in the sixteenth century, the Neoplatonist
Francesco Patrízi defined the poet as principal "maker of the marvel-
ousr" and the marvelous is found, as he put it, when men "are as-

tounded, ravished in ecstasy." Patrizi goes so far as to posit marveling
as a special faculty of the mind, a faculty that in effect mediates be-
tween the capacity to think and the capacity to feel.8

By the later Renaissance rhese humanistic ideas had begun to
influence visual display, so that the ruler's magnificence was increas-
ingly associated with not only possessing but showing wonders. Hence
in Prague, in the late sixteenth century, Rudolf II ordered significant
reconstruction of the imperial palace in order to provide a suitable
.setting for his remarkable collections. "The emperor's possession of a
Kunstkammer, the world in miórocosm," writes Thomas Kaufmann,
"expressed his symbolic mastery of the world."e That mastery would
be displayed and reinforced in the wonder experienced by those al-
lowed to enter the specially designed rooms. But as admission was
limited to visiting dignitaries and ambassadors, the large-scale cultural
power of the marvelous remained even in this instance heavily invested
in textual transmission; it was the diplomat's report on the wonder of
things seen that would enhance the emperor's prestige.
- Modern art museums reflect a profound transformation of the

experience: the collector-a Getty or a Mellon-may still be cele-
brated, and market value is even more intensely registered, but the
heart of the mystery lies with the uniqueness, authenticity, and visual
power of the masterpiece, ideally displayed in such a \May as ro
heighten its charisma, to compel and reward the intensity of the view-
er's gaze, to manifest artistic genius. Museums display works of art in
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such a way as to imply that no one, not even the nominal owner or
donor, can penetrate the zone of light and actually possess the won-
derful object. Hence the modern museum paradoxically intensifies
both access and exclusion. The rreasured object exisrs nor principally
to be owned but to be viewed. Even the fantasy of possession is no
longer central to the museumgaze, or rather it has been inverted, so

that the object in its essence seems nor to be a possession but rather to
be itself the possessor of what is most valuable and enduring.l0 S{uhat

the work possesses is the power to arouse wonder, and that power, in
the dominant aesthetic ideology of the \X/est, has been infused into it
by the creative genius of the artist.

It is beyond the scope of this brief paper ro account for the rrans-
formation of the experience of wonder from the spectacle of propri-
etorship to the mystique of the object-an exceedingly complex, over-
determined history centering on institutional and economic shifts-
but I think it is important to say that this transformation was shaped
at least in part by the collective project of !üestern artisrs and reflects
their vision. Already in the early sixteenth century, when the -"rrñí
ous was still principally associated with the prodigious, Dürer begins,
in a famous journal entry describing Mexican objects senr rò Charles
V by Cortés, to reconceive ir:

I saw the things which have been brought ro the King from the new
golden land: a sun all of gold a whole fathom broad, and a moon all
of silver of the same size, also two rooms full of the armour of the
people there, and all manner of wondrous weapons of theirs, harness

and darts, wonderful shields, strange clorhing, bedspreads, and all
kinds of wonderful objects of various uses, much more beautiful to
behold than prodigies. These things were all so precious that they
have been valued at one hundred thousand gold florins. All the days

of my life I have seen nothing that has gladdened my heart so much
as these things, for I saw amongst them wonderful works of art, and
I marvelled at the subtle ingenia of men in foreign lands [Dann ich
hab darin gesehen wunderliche künstliche ding und hab micb uer-
wundert der subtilen ingenia der menschen in frembden landenl.
Indeed, I cannot express all that I rhought there.rl

Dürer's description is full of the convenrional marks of his period's
sense of wonder: he finds it important that the artifacts have been
brought as a kind of tribute to the king, that large quanriries of pre-
cious metals have been used, and that their market value has been
reckoned; he notes the strangeness of them, even as he uncritically
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assimilates that strangeness to his own culture's repertory of objects
(which includes harnesses and bedspreads). But he also nores, in per-
ceptions highly unusual for his own time, that these objects are "much
more beautiful to behold than prodigies" (das do uiel scböner an zu
sehen ist dan wunderding). Dürer thus relocates the marvelous arti-
facts from the sphere of the outlandish to the sphere of the beautiful,
and, crucially, he understands their beauty as a restimony to the cre-
ative genius of their makers: "I saw amongsr them wonderful works of
art, and I marvelled at the subtle ingenia of men in foreign lands."l2

It would be misleading to strip away the relations of power and
wealth that are encoded in the artist's response, but it would be still
more misleading, I think, to interpret that response as an unmediated
expression of those relations. For Dürer stands at an early stage of the
'West's evolution of a categorical aesthetic understanding-a form of
wondering and admiring and knowing-that is at least partly inde-
pendent of the structures of politics and the marketplace.

This understanding, by no means autonomous and yet not reduc-
ible to the institutional and economic forces by which it is shaped, is

centered on a certain kind of looking, the origins of which lie in the
cult of the marvelous and hence in the artwork's capacity to generate

in the spectator surprise, delight, admiration, and intimations of ge-

nius. The knowledge that derives from this kind of looking may not be

very useful in the attempt to understand another culture, but it is

vitally important in the attempt to undersrand our own. For it is one
of the distinctive achievements of our culture to have fashioned this
type of gaze, and one of the most intense pleasures that it has to offer.
This pleasure does not have an inherent and necessary politics, either
radical or imperialist, but Dürer's remarks suggest that it derives at
least in part from respect and admiration for the ingenia of others.
This respect is a response worth cherishing and enhancing. Hence, for
all of my academic affiliations and interests, I am skeptical about the
recent attempt to turn our museums from temples of wonder into
temples of resonance.

Perhaps the most startling instance of this atempt is the transfer
of the paintings in the Jeu de Paume and the Louvre ro rhe new Musée
d'Orsay. The Musée d'Orsay is at once a spectacular manifestation of
French cultural dépense and a highly self-conscious, exceptionally styl-
ish generator of resonance, including the literal resonance of voices in
an enormous vaulted railway station. By moving the Impressionist and
Post-Impressionist masterpieces into proximity with the work of far
less well known painters-Jean Béraud, Guillaume Dubuffe, Paul
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Sérusier, and so forth-and into proximity as well with the period's
sculpture and decorative arts, the museum remakes a remarkable
group of highly individuated geniuses into engaged participants in a
vital, immensely productive period in French cultural history. The
reimagining is guided by many handsomely designed informational
boards-cue cards, in effect-along, of course, with the extraordinary
building itself.13

All of this is intelligently conceived and dazzlingly executed-on
a cold winter day in Paris I looked down from one of the high balco-
nies by the old railway clocks and was struck by the evocative power
of the swirling pattern formed by the black and gray raíncoats of the

spectators milling below, passing through the openings in the massive

black stone partitions of Gay Aulenti's interior. The pattern seemed

spontaneously to animate the period's style-if not Manet, then at

least Caillebotte; it was as if a painted scene had recovered the power
to move and to echo.

But what has been sacrificed on the altar of cultural resonance is

visual wonder centered on the aesthetic masterpiece. Attention is dis-

persed among a wide range of lesser objects that collectively articulate
the impressive creative achievement of French culture in the late nine-

teenth century, but the experience of the old Jeu de Paume-intense
Iooking at Manet, Monet, Cêzanne, and so forth-has been radically
reduced. The paintings are there, but they are mediated by the reso-

nant contextualism of the building itself, its myriad objects, and its
descriptive and analytical plaques. Moreover, many of the greatest

paintings have been demoted, as it were, to small spaces where it is

difficult to view them adequately-as if the design of the museum were

trying to assure the triumph of resonance over wonder.

But is a triumph of one over the othçr necessary? For the purposes of
this paper, I have obviously exaggerated the extent to which these are

alternative models for museums: in fact, almost every exhibition worth
viewing has elements of both. I think that the impact of mdst exhibi-
tions is likely to be enhanced if there is a strong initial appeal to
wonder, a wonder that then leads to the desire for resonance, for it is
generally easier in our culture to pass from wonder to resonance than
from resonance to wonder. In either case, the goal-difficult but not
utopian-should be to press beyond the limits of the models, cross

boundaries, create strong hybrids. For both the poetics and the politics
of representation are most completely fulfilled in the experience of
wonderful resonance and resonant wonder.
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NOTES

1. Thomas Greene, The Vulnerable Text: Essays on Renaissance Literature
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1986), 100.

2. My view of these Jewish artifacts was eloquently disputed in rWashington

by Anna R. Cohn, one of the organizers of The Precious Legacy, a traveling

museum exhibition of Judaic objects from the State Jewish Museum. I am

grateful for Ms. Cohn's intervention and wish to emphasize that I am only
calling attention to what I regard as a relatiue difference between liturgical art
in the Jewish and Christian traditions.

3. Quoted in Linda A. Altshuler and Anna R. Cohn, "The Precious Legacy,"

in David Altshuler, ed., The Precious Legacy: Judaic Treasures from tbe

Czechoslouaþ State Collectiozs (New York: Summit, 1983 ), 24. My sketch of
the genesis of the State Jewish Museum is largely paraphrased from this im-

portant and moving account.

4. Altschuler and Cohn, "Precious Legacy," 36.

5. In effect, that dream of possessing wonder is at once aroused and evacuated

in commerce as well, since the minute the object (shoe or dress or soup tureen)

is removed from its magical pool of light, it loses its wonder and returns to the

status of an ordinary purchase.

6. Jean de Joinville, Life of Saint Louis, tn Chronicles of the Crusad¿s, trans.

lll!.R.B. Shaw (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 19 63), 3 | 5.

7. Quoted in J. V. Cunningham, 'Woe or'Wonder: The Emotional Effect of
Shakespearian Tragedy (Denver: Alan Swallow, 1960 1L95ll),82.

8. Baxter Hathaway, Maruels and Commonplaces: Renaissance Literary Crit-
lcrsz (New York: Random House, 1968),66-69.

9. Thomas da Costa Kaufmann, The School of Prague: Painting 4t tbe Court
of Rudolf II (Chicago: Universiry of Chicago Press, 1988), 17.

L0. It is a mistake, then, to associate the gaze of the museumgoer with the

appropriative male gaze about which so much has been written recently. But

then I think that the discourse of the appropriative male gaze is itself in need

of considerable qualification.

11. Quoted in Hugh Honour, TheNew Golden Land: European lmages of
America from the Discoueries to the Present Time (New York: Pantheon,

1975),28. The German original is in Albrecht Direr, Schriftlicher Nachlass,

ed. Hans Rupprich (Berlin: Deutscher Verein für Kunstwissenschaft, L956),

1: 155.
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12. Dürer,s own word
attribute .i ;;;;# 

s,,,.w u n der l i ch e þ ü n s t l i ch e d i ng,,, caref uil y balance the
J 3., It courd be argued ffi.'.:::i;: :ï:"'celebratorv ,nd nr,,"o*. iil'.*i;i::'.:::*:'bv ther4usée d'orsay is toocxpense not only or,nJ, Iht,tue cards ,.nd ,o

t* :n.,;;;;öïoJlm*:ïå::#:T:iï'i:rH[n * :l:
;::l"ii""ï: i,iff::i:J' e conní*s,,;;; 

; ;iìl:" 
a n d s tvres in th is period,

rr,thecardsw.;'.",,ïr","'"'L'd-.:ffi ;ïiH:ÏJ:ii.i¡#,ilï;:iï:î"î.ïmuseum experience would' I rhink' ;;Ï iT"ålll*h'l:in'g meaning of the
mentally rhe same.

CHAPTE R 4

The Poetics of Exhibition
in Japanese Culture

MASAO YAMAGUCHI

Aäï**iit'',r|.ï#
spaces of exhibition many of us encountered. These fascinating spaces
provoke us with thousands of objects that stimulate the imag"inåtion.
Ordinary shops, roo, rend to be spaces for exhibition, althougî *. 

"r.not usually aware of their effects, which can vary over time and from
culture ro culture. A consideration of the booths of the øirgrorna
throws into relief the deliberate narure of exhibition we see in"shops.
usually the fairground booths are built in a space that is ordinarily
empty. The appearance of built objects in this iype of space signals a
transmuration in the flow of time and in the continuity of oãinu.y
space' The act of transformation that occurs in the fairground brings
to overr consciousness the exhibiting frame that organizes the display
of goods in shops.

- 
lX/hen shopkeepers became aware of how goods could be exhib_

ited, they started to use windows as a kind of ,hJ.,".us., fo..grourráing
certain objects so as to seduce people into buying a wide range of
goods. The shop window becomes a rheater for merchandisiãg in
much the same way as a circus parade displays a portion of the main
show in order to provoke onlookers into attending the entire perfor_
mance being put on inside the circus tent. The rise of the gråat de_
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